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Extended Abstract 

Introduction 

This survey is based on deciphering the space of globalization phenomenon and revealing affected by 

spatial actions mechanism under investment discipline (according to compressed space and time). The basic 

question is how the space could be used, organized and created so that it could be in line with investment 

flow progress necessities. This can be unrevealed by applying conceptual and theatrical shape of spatial 

Trialectic Lefebvre. Material – spatial actions are supposed as spatial representations and represented 

spaces of content formed components. These "moments" or "minutes" could reflect the form, structure and 

usage of globalization phenomenon in current situation. 

Methodology 

Methodological usage of Dialectic by Hegel of scanning intellectual core of its mysterious conception, 

made the Dialectic as a clear method (According to Lefebvre). For analyzing Dialectic, it should be begun 

from content. Content is a real existence which ascertains Dialectic thought. Dialectic analysis is valid with 

all kinds of content, and this makes clear relation between elements or moments of becoming global. 

Appling the Dialectic Lefebvre logic provides a (possible) method for analyzing globalization space based 

on elements or moments. These three elements or minutes will changed in scanning Dialectic from 

"becoming"; it means they all will abolished, kept and changed simultaneously. The purpose of choosing 

Dialectic as a method to understand the studied case (globalization phenomenon) in its detail's shape, so 

different shapes of change and development of it could be analyzed and its complicated rules could be 

discovered. 

Discussion and result 

The procedure of generating space in global space in this survey is imagined in a collection of spatial 

elements including material spatial actions, spatial reactions and reactional spaces in an investment 

generality. These spatial elements are those "moments" or "minutes" in conceptual shape of Trialectic 

Lefebvre, which play its own role on global space generality. In material- spatial actions of globalization, 

efforts are to understand fundamental procedures in forming spatial shapes and analyzing the modern 

investment role at generating and possession of space, and using and accessibility of space under global 

changes. 

Artificial environment, man-made spatial shapes in global cities, possessing the space, land market, 

organizing money, time and space, virtual environment, information technology and communication, all 

are counted as material spatial action elements which will be considered in current global space in this 

survey. It could be inferred that generating space, possession, sovereignty and accessibility beside flexible 

dynamic investment in global situation cause transforming modern cities to special spatial forms which will 

connect the generated space to consuming space and management. Land market and current usages of it 

should be a place for power sovereignty in order to stabilize possession on space. 
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Perfect reorganization of global financial principles beside virtual environment, information technology 

and communication, change the space to an accessible element which could have ability to change the time 

and space destruction. Space reflection is a conceptual space and three basic factors effect on this conceptual 

space: economy, government and technical knowledge of planner. This could have global, national and 

local reflections. Space reflections in this survey considered global scale with globalization situation has 

elements such as: government domination, planning as ideology and generating investment space. 

Space as a discussion of argument, is a place for government interference. Government apply its chaos to 

space users by two methods: 1- making bureaucratic space: the modern government make a bureaucratic 

space by applying different spatial projects and specifying different regions to different parts. 2- Making 

bureaucratic by space: the most important example for this case is those parts of information organization 

(global information organization) and providing a space for monitoring. Economy is also played its role as 

an element without any intermediaries, and make space for itself by merchandising space by putting it on 

geometric grades of profit and loss, land market and etc. and merchandising space like different cycles of 

investment, spatial transport networks and etc. 

According to these, investment sovereignty could be came true by space for generating, splitting and setting 

with interference and control structure and city space projects in global scale. It could be inferred that an 

unbalanced space abstract imaginations dominated and proceed on daily spaces. Spaces which will be 

enforced, set, framed and put under power of government authority, economy and planners' knowledge. 

Reflection space is living space which means daily space, versus regulated space; so the reflection space 

will be affected by rationalization, coding, measurement, interfering and argument. Organized factors of 

reflection spaces which considered in globalization space in this survey are: daily life in globalization space, 

cultural life in frame of investment logic, new disciplines of signs at postmodern situation and feeling the 

maturity in globalization space. 

Elements related to reflections spaces on current globalization situation depend on material elements. 

Flexible increase of consuming is accompanying with more focus on temporary tastes and using all artificial 

to indicate the need and cultural changes. Fixed relative aesthetics of modernism has changed to excited 

characteristics, moodiness of postmodern aesthetics which admire tastes, difference and view of cultural 

forms. 

Cognitive sovereignty, abstract of social space, (experiencing daily life) which money, wealth, consuming 

products and masculine symbols which are fundamental forces, will be controlled as consuming place and 

form and plan feasibly and interactively. 

Conclusion 

Deciphering content of globalization space is making effects of geographic forms of sensible space, political 

structure, and conceptual space real ideologically and social usage of space which happened in investment 

generality and dialectic dynamic in global moments or minutes. 

Globalization dialectic scan must accept differences among its minutes and it could be achieved after 

passing these differences of globalization phenomenon scan. Moreover, scanning of globalization space 

consist of certain dialectic which means difference among nature, classes, land possessions, investment 

disciplines, technical innovations, government, planning ideological and etc. 

In fact, the components of globalization minutes has affected by investment principles in its own form as 

exchanges, technology, reflects dominated conceptual on space in structure, and defining a dominated 

statues in usage. 
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